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“The concept of service oriented architecture has long promised visions of agile organizations being able to swap out interfaces and applications as business needs change. SOA also promises incredible developer and IT productivity, with the idea that key services would be candidates for cross-enterprise sharing or reuse. But many organizations’ efforts to move to SOA have been mired–by organizational issues, by conflicting vendor messages, and by architectures that may amount to little more than Just a Bunch of Web Services. There’s been a lot of confusion in the SOA marketplace about exactly what SOA is, what it’s supposed to accomplish, and how an enterprise goes about in making it work.
 

SOA Design Patterns is a definitive work that offers clarity on the purpose and functioning of service oriented architecture. SOA Design Patterns not only helps the IT practitioner lay the groundwork for a well-functioning SOA effort across the enterprise, but also connects the dots between SOA and the business requirements in a very concrete way. Plus, this book is completely technology agnostic—SOA Design Patterns rightly focuses on infrastructure and architecture, and it doesn’t matter whether you’re using components of one kind or another, or Java, or .NET, or Web services, or REST-style interfaces.
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Novell Linux Desktop 9 User's HandbookNovell Press, 2005
Novell Linux Desktop 9 User's Handbook is the official  handbook to help you take control of you Novell Linux Desktop. Walk  through the new Novell Linux interfaces as you learn how to use  them, interact with the operating system, create files and more.  Cover everything that you need to know to effectively and...
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CEH: Official Certified Ethical Hacker Review Guide: Exam 312-50Sybex, 2007
The EC-Council's Certified Ethical Hacker has emerged as one of today's most sought-after certifications. Now you can prepare for the CEH certification exam 312-50 with the only review guide officially endorsed by EC-Council.
   Covering all exam objectives, from ethics and testing to securing wired and wireless networks, this concise, focused...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2019 and AutoCAD LT 2019Sybex, 2018

	The world’s favorite guide to everything AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT—updated for 2019!


	Mastering AutoCAD 2019 and AutoCAD LT 2019 is the world’s all-time best-selling guide to the world’s most popular drafting software. Packed with tips, tricks, techniques, and tutorials, this guide covers every...
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Pro Tools 10 for Game AudioCengage Learning, 2012

	With a basic understanding of Pro Tools, and the information in this book, you will be on your way to joining the exciting world of producing game audio. PRO TOOLS 10 FOR GAME AUDIO covers the world of Pro Tools audio production in the gaming environment. In this book, you will be guided, step-by-step, through eight different components of...
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Play Redux: The Form of Computer Games (Digital Culture Books)University of Michigan Press, 2010

	
		A new look at digital gaming and the aesthetics of play

	
		 

	
		Play is a very interesting thing. Somewhat strangely, though, play is not studied as often as are the consequences of play.

	
		 

	
		The reason for this becomes clear when we try to study play: it is a...
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Xcode 3 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
Apple’s new Xcode 3 is the most powerful Mac development suite ever created. In Xcode 3 Unleashed, renowned Mac developer Fritz Anderson has written the definitive guide to making the most of Xcode 3 to build any Macintosh or iPhone application.
 

Anderson leads you through a...
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